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ANNOTATION 

The course introduces you to the basics and principles of developing «a smart home system 

consisting of dozens and hundreds of I/O modules. They collect data from the sensors of each 

system, perform primary processing of information and transmit it to the central processor 

комплекса of the home automation complex, which analyzes the collected data and acts in 

accordance with the program stored in its memory. 
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In modern smart buildings системы , automation and building management systems occupy a 

key place, ensuring the interconnection of all engineering equipment and building systems.  

По According to the MiDart agency , in "smart buildings" operating costs are reduced 

by30%, payments for electricity are also reduced by 30%, for water-by 41%, for heat-by 

50%, and insurance risks are reduced by 60%. Obviously, что this is an opportunity to 

achieve not only the highest degree of comfort and safety of a person living in the city "Smart 

Home", but also saving natural resources and costs. 

To the advantages "Smart Home" primarily includes: 

1. Comfort– this means that this technology is aimed at freeing the residents of the house 

from daily "communication" with various системами engineering communication 

systems. Basically , she сама controls various devices herself, taking into account the 

features of each of them. If human interference is necessary, the computer program will 

report it. And then, in most cases, such intervention is limited to pressing a few buttons 

on a special control panel. 

2. Safety. Modern housing today is almost always equipped системами with fire safety 

systems, security alarms, technical alarms and video surveillance. And эти all these 

systems are integrated into the management technology "Smart Home";  

3. Savings- "Smart Home " allows you to reduce the cost of electric and thermal energy by 

regulating lighting and climate in rooms that are not used at a particular time. 

A special place is occupied система by the security system зданий of class "buildingsSmart 

Home". An integrated security system will significantly reduce and sometimes eliminate the 

possibility of dangerous situations at any object:  

in an apartment, cottage, office, business center, shopping and entertainment center Module 

Reference: «Smart home in the center, store, warehouse, hotel, museum, theater, industrial 

enterprise and other objects of any degree of complexity.  
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Fires, malfunctions in системах подачи water supply systems and imperfect security systems 

cause serious material losses.  

At the same time, the economic growth of recent years leads from an excess of electricity in 

the past to its shortage in the future, which, in turn, creates prerequisites for a wider 

introduction of energy-saving technologies and алгоритмов control algorithms, which, в first 

of all, are provided by building automation systems.  

Using this system in Europe, The United States and many Asian countries have long been the 

standard for equipping new buildings, and the typical capabilities of such systems are laid 

down in almost every project. 

Popularity is the same "Smart Home " in Russia is still small. The main reasons are: 

 incorrect perception самого of the concept itself "Smart Home", as well as negative 

attitude to this topic caused by poor -quality work of some installation companies at the 

stage of formation of the Russian market of home automation systems;  

 the lack of experience of installation companies contributed to the fact that 

представители company representatives often made obviously impossible promises, and 

as a result , the implemented systems were very different from the customer's 

expectations.  

 perception of the concept "Smart home " is very narrow– as a set of presence or motion 

sensors, with the help of which the light will light up and go out automatically or on a 

clap.  

 poor quality of the supplied electrical energy. 

Basic concepts "Smart Home"  

Regardless of the application area, whether it is a building, an assembly shop or поезд a 

subway train, the goal of implementing such systems is to reduce operating costs, provide 

important information, and increase safety and comfort.  

In order to understand how much automation capabilities have changed in recent years and 

how they еще will continue to change, it is important to understand the significance of some 

of the technological breakthroughs that have occurred in recent years. 

Today , apartments and cottages are a complex complex of engineering systems and all kinds 

of equipment that requires qualified operation. But it is not necessary to hire specialists from 

service organizations, в these days the management of housing can be completely entrusted 

to smart devices. «Smart Home " will remove from its inhabitants the concerns of security, 

energy supply management, heating, ventilation and air conditioning. Thanks to modern 

technical solutions, each system works in accordance with external conditions, in an optimal 

mode, saving time and money. Such housing is spared from uninvited guests, negative 

consequences of accidents, irrational waste of energy resources, and the owner learns about 

any incident through remote notification. 

American writer Ray Bradbury ещѐ described the во concept in detail back in 1950 

концепцию"Smart home" in your story "There will be a gentle rain", and today the ideas of a 

science fiction writer have become a reality.  

The most famous smart housing was and still is the Bill Gates villa, where at the entrance 
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each guest receives a special electronic identifier in the form of a badge that provides 

connection to all information services of the building. Sensors use it to determine the user's 

location . A person moving around the house is accompanied by their chosen им video 

programs and music, and in the evening and at night-a light wave formed by automatically 

turning on and off lamps. 

Тенденции Western trends are gradually embracing и our country as well. But so far , 

intelligent управления building management systems are not very common, so many 

владельцы property owners даже do not even know what opportunities the current level of 

development of this technology provides.  

Under "Smart home " should be understood as housing that is automated for the convenience 

and comfort of people using high-tech devices. Such a system is able to recognize specific 

situations occurring in the room, and automatically respond to them, and all the controls are 

connected to each с other and work in a single complex. Residents of an intelligent home do 

not need to use dozens of switches or remote controls to control lighting, ventilation , and air 

conditioning. It is enough один раз to select a scenario once, в according to which будет 

построена работа the entire equipment will work. Housing will respond to the time of day, 

weather, position of the person in the room, lighting, temperature, thereby providing comfort 

for the whole family. 

One of the most popular ways to implement the smart building concept is using KNX 

(deploy) technology. The essence of its operation is в том, that подключѐнные к сети the 

subscribers (devices)connected to the network they can exchange information via a common 

information bus. At the moment , KNX is an open global standard that is supported by more 

than 300 manufacturers around the world. This technology represents a logical development 

of requirements for инженерным системам building engineering systems. On its basis была 

, an intelligent installation system ABB i-bus KNX was created, an important feature of 

which is the complete interconnection of all elements included in this product line. In 

practice, this means that you can make changes and expand the system without revising the 

overall plan or re-posting the transaction. Thus, it is possible to modify the smart network 

years later. 

In order того to turn an ordinary home into an intelligent one, in accordance with KNX 

technology, the following elements will be required:  

 Sensors (sensors and элементы controls) – wall panels and switches, sensors of physical 

quantities(temperature, humidity , etc.), thermoregulators, motion and presence sensors, 

timers. They are responsible for registering certain external events, the occurrence of 

which should cause определѐнную a certain response of the system. For example, the 

sensor detects an increase in temperature and sends a control command over the network 

to turn on the air conditioner.  

 Исполнительные Actuators (activators) – регуляторы lighting regulators (dimmers), 

relay modules, louver controls, heating radiators , etc. They change their state(on/off, 

open/closed) in accordance with the commands received from the sensors, thereby 

controlling various electrical equipment;  

 System devices– power supplies, controllers, interface and logic modules, bus 

connections , etc. They are installed in a separate electrical cabinet and provide the ability 
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to build and operate the KNX network as a whole. 

Advantages of the system "Smart Home"  

One of the main advantages of the system "Smart Home " is a centralized management of all 

engineering systems. As a"remote control " for the house, a keyboard panel can act, 

resembling a switch in appearance. Each key is responsible for controlling any device, 

equipment (or a whole group) either activates a sequence of necessary actions. There are 

developments (for example, управления the Busch-PriOn control panel) that 

дополнительно can additionally be equipped with a 3.5 " TFT display and a rotary 

элементом control element. The first one displays all the current information about running 

programs running in the house, and by turning the controller, you can easily select the 

necessary functions from the menu. You can use it to configure different systems–lighting, 

blinds, climate control, multimedia. The user interface of the menu is very simple and 

understandable even for a child, in addition, each functional section has its own color, which 

carries a semantic load. Yellow– light control; orange-temperature control; blue-blinds mode; 

magenta– for other scenarios, such as turning on music. 

Control panels become an integral part of the interior, and sometimes a key element that 

brings в обстановку the spirit of high technology to the environment. Often preferences are 

given to products with a concise design, made in a "classic" color-black or white, but without 

a module: «Smart home " sometimes the client wants to see unusual color solutions, while 

different for each room. It should be noted that the palettes of modern manufacturers help to 

realize even the most unexpected wishes. For example, choose a device made of materials 

that mimic glass or precious stones. 

Keyboard elements are selected based on the tasks that будет выполнять the system will 

perform "Smart Home". Домашнюю автоматику You can build your home automation 

system in a component– by-component way: select only the functions that you really need. 

For example, combine air conditioning and heating, or combine lighting and raising / 

lowering blinds. Accordingly, in the first case , you can put a thermostat and a one-key 

element, при with which you can send a signal to the heating or cooling device. And in the 

second– a light sensor and at least two keys for control, one "responsible" for artificial 

lighting, and the second– for natural. 

It is advisable to include in the system "Smart Home те devices are those that most often 

всего have to be controlled: светильники, lighting fixtures, climate control devices, 

multimedia equipment, etc. 
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